REPAINTING STATE HISTORICAL MARKERS

1. Strip sign with “Zip Off” and pressure washer – two applications.

2. Allow sign to air dry.

3. Wash sign with wax and grease remover.

4. Allow sign to air dry.

5. Spray Variprime (DUS 6158-QT), two coats. Primer is mixed with a catalyst.

6. Spray Blue Centari (DUC-A-QT-AD-81501) paint with hardener added, three coats. An alternate paint is Sheridan Blue (Dupont Dulux #81501D.)

7. Roll Silver Centari (DUC-A-QT-AD-8590A) over lettering with a 4-inch ink roller. Paint should be slightly thinned with hardener added. Silver border receives two coats. Edges of lettering remain blue; only the tops of the letters are painted silver.

8. Hand paint state seal, if necessary, with “Hot Shot” enamel.

One supplier of automotive paints:

Auto Body Supply
2034 O Street
Lincoln, NE 68510
402-477-3941

Local body shops could possibly order these paints or equivalents.